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Abstract—32.1 Gbit/s InverseRZ-ASK-DQPSK is experimentally investigated using a new InverseRZ generation
method. We demonstrate <1 dB upgrade penalty from
21.4 Gbit/s RZ-DQPSK, and <2 dB transmission penalty
after one 75 km fibre span.

I. Introduction
Multilevel modulation is a key technology for highly
spectral efficient optical communication systems. For some
time now, there has been a strong focus on differential
quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK), which offers two
bit per symbol. Transmission over transoceanic distances
with good performance and high spectral efficiency has already been demonstrated [1, 2].
Looking forward from DQPSK, it is clear that adding
more symbol levels can increase the spectral efficiency even
further. Three bits per symbol has already been demonstrated at 10 Gbaud using a combination of DQPSK with
amplitude shift keying (ASK), both with normal return-tozero (RZ) pulse carving [3], and with InverseRZ [4]. Additionally, pure phase modulation has also been used to
obtain three bits per symbol [5].
In this work we present a novel method of generating InverseRZ-ASK-DQPSK signals at a symbol rate
of 10.7 Gbaud. Unlike previous work with InverseRZDQPSK [4], we generate our InverseRZ-ASK signal without any optical processing. We generate an electrical RZ
signal and apply it directly to an Mach-Zehnder (MZ) modulator.
We demonstrate very good receiver sensitivities both
for the ASK and DQPSK signals, and show that an upgrade from 2 bits per symbol DQPSK to 3 bits per symbol
InverseRZ-ASK-DQPSK can be done with less than 1 dB
OSNR penalty. We transmit our 32.1 Gbit/s InverseRZASK-DQPSK signal over a 75 km fibre span with 1.7 dB
penalty.
II. Experimental setup
The setup is presented in Fig. 1. Light from a distributed
feedback (DFB) continuous wave laser is first modulated
by a MZ modulator driven with an electrical RZ signal
to generate an optical 10.7 Gbit/s InverseRZ-ASK signal
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup of InverseRZ-ASK-DQPSK transmitter
and receiver.

bol period. The eye diagram of the generated 32.1 Gbit/s
InverseRZ-ASK-DQPSK signal is shown in Fig. 2(a).
DQPSK information is added to the signal using two
phase modulators, each driven with a 10.7 Gbit/s NRZ
electrical drive signal, that added π and π/2 phase modulation, respectively. Thus, a 32.1 Gbit/s InverseRZ-ASKDQPSK signal is generated at the output. The phase information is aligned such that the phase is constant in
the part of the symbol period that has high and constant
power.
We use 27 − 1 bit pseudo-random bit sequences (PRBS)
for all three data signals, and apply appropriate delays to
ensure decorrelation.
In the receiver, we select the desired OSNR by adjusting the input power into an erbium doped fibre amplifier.
After tapping off part of the signal for clock recovery and
OSNR monitoring, the signal is filtered by a 0.6 nm optical bandpass filter. Then, we split the signal into two
branches, for receiving the ASK and DQPSK information,
respectively. In order to improve the receiver sensitivity
we include pulse carving in the receiver to select either the
amplitude or phase information. This is done by MZ modulators driven by a clock signal at 10.7 GHz. Figs. 2(b) and
2(c) show the signal after the pulse carver in the receiver
for the ASK and DQPSK tributaries, respectively.
The ASK receiver simply consists of a photodiode, and
the DQPSK receiver consist of a delay demodulator fol-
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Fig. 2. Eye diagram of the signal at various points in the system.

Fig. 3. Bit error rate measurements in the back to back configuration
and after transmission over 75 km SMF.

lowed by a balanced photodiode. For receiving the entire DQPSK signal simultaneously, two pairs of demodulators/balanced photodiodes are required. Here we measure
the two DQPSK tributaries one after the other and thus
used only one receiver. The demodulated DQPSK signal
is shown in Fig. 2(d).
We measure the bit error rate (BER) for all tributaries.
For DQPSK, we program the error detector with the expected pattern, as precoding was not used for this experiment.

32.1 Gbit/s signal over a fibre span consisting of 75 km
standard single mode fibre (SMF) and 13 km dispersion
compensating fibre (DCF). The dispersion of the fibre span
is 17 ps/nm/km and −100 ps/nm/km, respectively. We
measured the BER of the signal after transmission in the
same manner as in the back to back investigation. The results are presented in Fig. 3, where we see that an OSNR
of 24.2 dB is required for a BER of 1.0×10−9 after transmission. Thus, we see a penalty of 1.7 dB compared to the
back-to-back case.

III. Back-to-back Performance

V. Conclusion

We quantify the signal quality as the optical signal
to noise ratio (OSNR) required for a bit error rate of
1.0×10−9 . All tributaries are measured one after the other.
First, we consider a simple 21.4 Gbit/s RZ-DQPSK system, which we use as our reference system. We generate a
DQPSK signal simply by bypassing the ASK parts of the
transmitter and receiver. The resulting BER versus OSNR
is presented in Fig. 3. We find that an OSNR of 21.6 dB is
required for a BER of 1.0×10−9 . This is a little high compared a normal DQPSK system, since we are using two
phase modulators.
We then find the OSNR requirements for our 32.1 Gbit/s
InverseRZ-ASK-DQPSK signal to be 22.5 dB, thus we only
have a penalty of 0.9 dB OSNR for increasing the bit rate
by 50%.
The inset in Fig. 3 shows the optical power spectrum of
21.4 Gbit/s RZ-DQPSK and 32.1 Gbit/s InverseRZ-ASKDQPSK. We clearly see that the spectral width of the two
formats is almost identical, despite the increase in the number of symbol levels.

We have presented a 10 Gbaud transmission experiment
using 32.1 Gbit/s InverseRZ-ASK-DQPSK with 3 bits per
symbol. A simple InverseRZ generation method is used,
and compared to 21.4 Gbit/s RZ-DQPSK, our signal requires only 0.9 dB higher OSNR. We successfully transmit
this signal over a 75 km fibre span.

IV. Transmission Experiment
To verify that the InverseRZ-ASK-DQPSK modulation
format is suitable for optical communication systems, we
set up a transmission experiment where we transmitted the
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